
• Qh, they just skin it and just cut the hindquarters first and then the"

front and then they cut the ribs out. They didn't cut it in fourths like

, the white man.. And the first thing they cut out is on the back over here-

they call it sinew. Sinew--that's what they used to get. You know, they
\ *

bead with it and/"sew with it. That's the first thing they used to cut

out. ^

(Didthey like deer sinew better than beef sinew?)

Beef sinew is better than deer—because this deer (sinew) is short. But

that beef ssinew is long. I had some" over here I was saving and here you

was asking and I can't find it. I look all over,-I had four. Then when

I went to Wyoming, my grandson's mother-in-law gave me a bunch of deer

(sinew) but I can't find it. I look all over for it and I can't, find it.

Maybe my pet (chicken) run away with itl

(With a deer did they ever used the intestines or tripe or liver or any of

that?) ' - *

Oh yeah. They ate them guts and liver and kidney and heart, lungs--things

like 'that. And you know they got little tripe like cow's, and they ate

everything in.therE. Heart. _ $,«. - •

(How would the—if they were going to eat the deer meat fresh—how would

they used to cook it?) ' .', . " •'

Used to cook it over the fire, you know. Just barbecue it. Slice it and

then cook,it. That's- the way they used to do. That's the way I seen it.

(After it was dried how would they cook it?)

After it was dr.ie,d they used to cook it—boil it—put salt meat in there.
• • * '

That's the way they cook it. If they didn't have no salt'meat, they used

tallow. Eat it with tallow. '

( id they ever--I supposed they used to save the hides—?)


